Grain subdivision and recrystallization in oligocrystalline tantalum during cold swaging and subsequent annealing
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Abstract

A coarse-grained ingot of high-purity tantalum was deformed by swaging at room temperature to a strain of 1.28. During annealing at 900°C for 30 min two neighboring grains were observed to behave quite differently. Electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) results show noticeable differences in terms of the misorientations developed in both grains. The grain developing larger misorientations recrystallized much more readily than the other. The result is interpreted in terms of the differences in grain subdivision into strongly misoriented regions. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Tantalum is widely used in chemical, electronic and aerospace applications because of its unique properties including high corrosion resistance, a high melting point \( T_m \approx 3269 \, \text{K} \) and high thermal and electrical conductivities [1]. Electron beam melting is a convenient technique to obtain tantalum in high purity. It leads to oligocrystalline ingots consisting of coarse columnar grains aligned parallel to the longitudinal axis.

These ingots can be further processed by cold swaging to large strains and subsequent annealing. Cold deformation leads to subdivision of the grains into misoriented regions. Such grain subdivision into subgrains is a well-known phenomenon also in deformation at high homologous temperatures (hot deformation and creep). However, there are distinct differences between hot and cold deformation. With decreasing temperature the fraction of subgrain boundaries which reach misorientations above the approximate 15°-limit of low angle boundaries increases appreciably. With increasing strain these boundaries become parallel to the direction of elongation leading to a subdivision of the grains into strongly misoriented lamellae. This has also been observed for tantalum [2,3]. The details of grain subdivision are important for the recrystallization behavior of the material during annealing of the deformed structure.

In this work the progress of recrystallization during annealing of cold swaged tantalum has been studied in two neighboring grains. Due to the low homologous temperature \( T/T_m = 0.35 \) of annealing, the early stages of recrystallization could be seen. It will be shown that the recrystallization behaviors of the two grains differ significantly. This behavior is related to the differences in subdivision of the two grains.

2. Experimental

A high-purity coarse-grained ingot was obtained by means of double electron beam melting of tantalum reverts. Average dimensions of these coarse columnar grains were about 40 mm length and 10 mm width. The tantalum ingot was deformed by swaging at room temperature to a true strain \( \varepsilon = 1.28 \) (corresponding to a reduction in cross-section by 72%) without intermediary annealing. The temperature rise during swaging was limited to about 100°C. After swaging, the bar was vacuum annealed at 900°C for 30 min. Further details are reported elsewhere [4]. Metallographic preparation
in longitudinal sections was carried out by means of
conventional techniques including intermediary chemi-
cal polishing (in a solution 1HF:1HNO₃:2.5H₂SO₄ held
at 0°C) to remove the deformation effects caused by
grinding. The microstructure was investigated by means
of light optical microscopy (LOM) using the interferen-
ce contrast technique. Channelling contrast images were
obtained from a JEOL JSM 6400 scanning electron
microscope (SEM) operating in the backscatter (BSE)
mode at 10 kV. Electron backscattering diffraction
(EBSD) patterns were recorded with an Oxford Instru-
ments OPAL EBSD system interfaced to a JEOL 6100
SEM operating at 20 kV. From each of these patterns
the local orientation was obtained by automatic index-
ing after suitable image processing. Pole figures and
misorientation distribution are based on 512 orientation
measurements taken in an area of about 300 μm ×
700 μm at the points of a square grid with a distance of
22 μm between the neighboring sampling points.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure

Fig. 1 shows LOM-pictures of sections of two
neighboring grains 1 and 2 of the oligocrystalline tan-
タルum ingot after swaging and annealing. We will call
them old grains in contrast to the new grains which have
formed in the course of recrystallization. A–D are the
places where detailed microstructural and microtextural
information was acquired. Fig. 2 presents region A and
its surroundings in greater detail. Banded structures in
the old grains are interpreted as coarse slip bands. This
interpretation is confirmed by the comparison of the
LOM- and SEM-micrographs of region D (Fig. 3). In
the SEM picture the subgrain structure of the recovered
material becomes visible, diminishing the contrast of the
slip bands. Nevertheless the slip bands remain visible in
SEM by their sharper contrast, indicating larger sub-
grain misorientations and their more elongated shape.

A close inspection of Fig. 2 shows large recrystallized
grains at and near region A. Fig. 4a confirms this ob-
servation by SEM. The statically recrystallized grains
are characterized by the homogeneity of their appear-
ance indicating that they are completely free from sub-
structure. To the left of A the new grains become smaller
(Figs. 2 and 4b). Many of the black spots in Figs. 1 and
2 correspond to very small recrystallized grains.

3.2. Microtexture

Clear EBSD-patterns could be recorded in the re-
crystallized grains as well as in the recovered subgrains
so that the local orientation could be determined. Fig. 5
shows representative {1 1 0}-pole figures taken in re-
regions A and B of grain 1 and region C of grain 2 (these
regions are indicated in Fig. 1).

Grain 1: In the sampling area corresponding to Fig. 5b
the recrystallized fraction was rather small, about 0.2.
This means that the pole figure comes mainly from the
subgrain structure of region B in grain 1. Here the final
{1 1 0}-orientation has not yet been fully reached, as
the {1 1 0}-direction still deviates by about 15° from the
longitudinal direction. The orientation difference between
grains 1 and 2 is obvious from comparison of Fig. 5b
and c. In the sampling area corresponding to Fig. 5a
(region A’ in Fig. 2) the recrystallized fraction was high,
about 0.9. Thus the pole Fig. 5a represents the recrys-
tallized grains. Comparison with Fig. 5b shows that the
orientation of the recrystallized grains is not far from that of the subgranular matrix indicating that subgrains acted as nuclei.

**Grain 2**: As there are no recrystallized grains in region C, Fig. 5c corresponds to the recovered subgrain structure of grain 2. The $\langle 1\ 1\ 0 \rangle$-direction is closely parallel to the longitudinal direction. Such orientation is expected from the $\langle 1\ 1\ 0 \rangle$-fiber texture produced by wire drawing of bcc metals, as wire drawing and swaging both involve axisymmetric elongation. In Fig. 5c one notices a certain orientation spread corresponding to the rotation around the $\langle 1\ 1\ 0 \rangle$-axis. This spread is not surprising because the
area where the pole figure was sampled (see the dark field marked with b in Fig. 1) included a coarse slip band, which due to the difference in glide activity inside and outside the slip band is misoriented relative to its surroundings.

The orientation measurements were used to determine the misorientations $\Psi$ between the sampling points (Fig. 6). The distance between the sampling points (22 $\mu$m) is larger than the estimated size (4 $\mu$m) of the subgrains derived from SEM pictures. As only part of the boundaries shows up in SEM, the true subgrain size is smaller than 4 $\mu$m. Thus $\Psi$ represents the accumulated misorientation of an ensemble of more than four neighboring subgrain boundaries.

In region C of grain 2, 70% of the measured $\Psi$-values are below 15°. Most of the 30% of $\Psi$-values exceeding 15° can be associated with the orientation gradient due to the coarse slip band traversing region C (see Fig. 1). This means that the fraction of boundaries with large angle character (>15°) is distinctly less than 30%.

In region B of grain 1, 75% of the measured $\Psi$-values lie above 15°. Thus the orientation spread is much larger than in grain 2. The sampling area in region B contains an areal fraction of 20% of recrystallized grains. The size of the new grains in this region is about 15 $\mu$m. This is smaller than the distance of the sampling points. Therefore 20% of the measured $\Psi$ are due to the recrystallized grains. Assuming that these $\Psi$-values lie predominantly in the range above 15°, the fraction of $\Psi$-values above 15° in the subgranular matrix of grain 1 is about 44%.

4. Discussion

The two grains investigated in this work in the initial phase of recrystallization after cold swaging behave quite differently. While about 20% of grain 1 have recrystallized, recrystallization is virtually absent in grain 2. This difference must have its origin in the deformed structure. Due to the relatively large strain, both grains...
have similar orientation relative to the longitudinal direction corresponding to the expected deformation texture.

Static recovery during annealing has transformed the dislocation structure present after cold swaging into a subgrain structure with subgrain sizes below 4 µm. The major difference in the recovered subgrain structures of the two grains lies in the magnitude of the orientation differences indicating that the misorientations of the subgrain boundaries are much larger in grain 1 than in grain 2.

It is known that grains with different initial orientation behave differently with regard to subdivision into subgrains. Theyssier et al. [5] reported that favorably oriented grains of aluminum deform in a stable manner during plane strain compression with the result that the boundary misorientations remain relatively small. Strong differences with respect to the recrystallization behavior were observed in coarse-grained high-purity aluminum deformed by cold rolling [6,7]. While some of the deformed grains exhibited fully recrystallization, some displayed only recovery after annealing. The progress of recrystallization is retarded in stably deforming grains in some bcc metals and alloys [8,9]. Similarly, Vandermeer and Snyder [10] found great differences between differently oriented single crystals of tantalum: some grains recrystallized easily, whereas in other presumably stably deforming single crystals recrystallization was strongly suppressed. Sandim et al. [3] showed that grain subdivision differed from grain to grain in coarse-grained tantalum during cold swaging; while most grains developed a lamellar structure, such structure of strongly misoriented lamellae was missing in a significant minority of grains.

The difference in grain subdivision gives a clue to interpret the present observations: Grain 1 is suggested to deform less stably than grain 2, due to larger deviation of the initial orientation from the final \(\{110\}\)-texture. There is a greater tendency in grain 1 to develop regions deforming on a different set of slip systems. In between those regions permanent subgrain boundaries develop which continuously increase in misorientation. The frequency of occurrence of such intermediate and large angle boundaries is much higher in grain 1 compared to grain 2. The difference in the amount of permanent boundaries with relatively large misorientations persists throughout recovery leading to subgrain growth. Thus the subgrains in grain 1 will have more misoriented boundaries than in grain 2. As boundaries with large misorientation and high mobility are a necessary condition for a subgrain to act as a nucleus of a recrystallized grain, nucleation is facilitated in grain 1 compared to grain 2. In addition, the driving force provided by the subgrain structure surrounding the nucleus is larger in grain 1 due to its larger amount of boundaries with larger misorientation and high specific energy. This explains why grain 1 recrystallizes much more readily than grain 2.

In conclusion, the present results support the view that grains with orientation favoring subdivision into strongly misoriented regions recrystallize more easily. These differences explain the inhomogeneous recrystallization behavior found in this material.

5. Conclusion

Grain orientation effects were observed during recrystallization of coarse-grained tantalum deformed by cold swaging. Strong differences in terms of the misorientations were observed in two neighboring grains. The grain with the larger fraction of high angle boundaries recrystallized readily. In contrast, recrystallization was absent in the other grain which can be explained by the predominance of boundaries with low angle character.
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